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QUESTION 1

You have Microsoft SQL Server on a DS-series Microsoft Azure virtual machine. The virtual machine has a production
database named DB1. All database files are on drive E and use standard storage. 

Users report that queries take a long time to execute. 

You discover that the queries are waiting for pagelatch_IO. 

You need to reduce the amount of time it takes for the queries to execute. 

What should you do? 

A. Move the databases for DB1 to drive D. 

B. On drive E add more database files for DBI. 

C. Move the msdb databases to drive D. 

D. Change drive E to Premium Storage. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution. Determine whether the solution meets stated goals. 

Your company plans to use Microsoft Azure Resource Manager templates for all future deployments of SQL Server on
Azure virtual machines. 

You need to create the templates. 

Solution: You use Visual Studio to create a JSON template that defines the deployment and configuration settings for
the SQL Server environment. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

Azure Resource Manager template consists of JSON, not XAML, and expressions that you can use to construct values
for your deployment. 

A good JSON editor can simplify the task of creating templates. 

Note: In its simplest structure, an Azure Resource Manager template contains the following elements: 

{ 
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"$schema": "http://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2015-0101/deploymentTemplate.json#", 

"contentVersion": "", 

"parameters": { }, 

"variables": { }, 

"resources": [ ], 

"outputs": { } 

} 

References:https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resourcegroup-authoring-templates 

 

QUESTION 3

You have Microsoft SQL Server on a DS-series Microsoft Azure virtual machine. The virtual machine has 28 GB of
memory. 

You discover the following performance statistics on the server: 

The average Page life expectancy is 30. 

The server has excessive PAGELATCH_IO waits. 

You need to decrease the PAGELATCH_IO waits. 

What should you do? 

A. Enable large-page support. 

B. Enable lock pages in memory. 

C. Configure buffer pool extensions. 

D. Add more tempdb files. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You have a Microsoft SQL Server instance that has a database named DB1. DB1 has data files on drive E and
transaction logs on drive L. 

You perform full backups of DB1 daily and transaction log backups hourly. 

Drive E fails and is replaced. 

You need to recover DB1 and prevent any data loss. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
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the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Section: Deploy and migrate applications 

Step 1: Perform a tail-log backup. 

A tail-log backup captures any log records that have not yet been backed up (the tail of the log) to prevent work loss and
to keep the log chain intact. Before you can recover a SQL Server database to its latest point in time, you must back up 
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the tail of its transaction log. 

The tail-log backup will be the last backup of interest in the recovery plan for the database. 

Step 2: Restore a full backup. 

Backups must be restored in the order in which they were created. Before you can restore a particular transaction log
backup, you must first restore the following previous backups without rolling back uncommitted transactions, that is
WITH 

NORECOVERY: 

The full database backup and the last differential backup, if any, taken before the particular transaction log backup. 

Step 3: Restore the log backups. 

Log backups must be applied in the sequence in which they were created, without any gaps in the log chain. 

Step 4: Restore the tail-log backups. 

 

QUESTION 5

You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2014 database. 

You configure Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) on the Orders database by using the following statements: 

CREATE MASTER KEY ENCRYPTION BY PASSWORD = \\'MyPassword1!\\' 

CREATE CERTIFICATE TDE_Certificate WITH SUBJECT = \\'TDE Certificate\\'; 

BACKUP CERTIFICATE TDE_Certificate TO FILE = \\'\\'d:\TDE_Certificate.cer\\' 

WITH PRIVATE KEY (FILE = \\'D:\TDE_Certificate.key\\', 

ENCRYPTION BY PASSWORD = \\'MyPassword1!\\'); 

CREATE DATABASE ENCRYPTION KEY 

WITH ALGORITHM = AES_256 

ENCRYPTION BY SERVER CERTIFICATE TDE_Certificate; 

ALTER DATABASE Orders SET ENCRYPTION ON; 

You attempt to restore the Orders database and the restore fails. You copy the encryption file to the original location. 

A hardware failure occurs and so a new server must be installed and configured. 

After installing SQL Server to the new server, you restore the Orders database and copy the encryption files to their
original location. However, you are unable to access the database. 

You need to be able to restore the database. 

Which Transact-SQL statement should you use before attempting the restore? 
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A. ALTER DATABASE Master SET ENCRYPTION OFF; 

B. CREATE CERTIFICATE TDE_Certificate FROM FILE = \\'d:\TDE_Certificate.cer\\'WITH PRIVATE KEY (FILE =
\\'D:\TDE_Certificate.key\\',DECRYPTION BY PASSWORD = \\'MyPassword1!\\'); 

C. CREATE CERTIFICATE TDE_Certificate WITH SUBJECT = \\'TDE Certificate\\'; USE Orders;CREATE DATABASE
ENCRYPTION KEYWITH ALGORITHM = AES_256ENCRYPTION BY SERVER CERTIFICATE TDE_Certificate; 

D. CREATE CERTIFICATE TDE_Certificate FROM FILE = \\'d:\TDE_Certificate.cer\\'; 

Correct Answer: B 

The CREATE CERTIFICATE command adds a certificate to a database in SQL Server. Creating a certificate from a file 

The following example creates a certificate in the database, loading the key pair from files. Code Copy USE
AdventureWorks2012; CREATE CERTIFICATE Shipping11 FROM FILE = \\'c:\Shipping\Certs\Shipping11.cer\\' WITH
PRIVATE KEY (FILE = \\'c:\Shipping\Certs\Shipping11.pvk\\', DECRYPTION BY PASSWORD =
\\'sldkflk34et6gs%53#v00\\'); GO References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/statements/create-certificate-
transact-sql 

 

QUESTION 6

You are the administrator for a SQL Server 2016 instance that stores the data for an online transaction processing sales
system. The company takes full backups every week; differential backups on the days with no full backups; and hourly 

transaction backups. 

These backups are stored on a backup server in the company\\'s data center. 

Every week, the company places the full backup on a tape and sends it to a third-party backup storage system. 

The company is worried that a disaster might occur that could destroy their computer center and cause them to lose
orders. 

You need to determine the best method for providing the smallest amount of data loss and downtime without leasing or
purchasing additional physical locations. 

What should you do? More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer. 

A. Set up SQL Server Always On with a SQL Azure database as a replica. 

B. Set up SQL Server Always On by using a SQL Server on a Windows Azure Virtual Machine. 

C. Put the differential backup on tape and send it to the third-party backup storage system. 

D. Use the Microsoft SQL Server Backup to Microsoft Windows Azure Tool to direct all backups to a different
geographical location. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

Microsoft SQL Server Backup to Microsoft Azure Tool enables backup to Azure Blob Storage and encrypts and
compresses SQL Server backups stored locally or in the cloud. 
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References: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=40740 

 

QUESTION 7

You plan to migrate a Microsoft SQL server instance between physical servers. 

You must migrate the metadata associated with the database instance. 

You need to ensure that the new instance retains the existing jobs and alerts. 

Solutions: You restore the msdb database. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

The msdb database is used by SQL Server Agent for scheduling alerts and jobs and by other features such as SQL
Server Management Studio, Service Broker and Database Mail. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/databases/msdb-database?view=sql-
server-2017 

 

QUESTION 8

You use Resource Manager to deploy a new Microsoft SQL Server instance in a Microsoft Azure virtual machine (VM)
that uses Premium storage. The combined initial size of the SQL Server user database files is expected to be over 200 

gigabytes (GB). You must maximize performance for the database files and the log file. 

You add the following additional drive volumes to the VM: 

You have the following requirements: 

You need to deploy the SQL instance. 

In the table below, identify the drive where you must store each SQL Server file type. 

NOTE: Make only one selection in each column. Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Enable read caching on the disk(s) hosting the data files and TempDB. 

Do not enable caching on disk(s) hosting the log file. Host caching is not used for log files. 

 

QUESTION 9

Background

You manage the Microsoft SQL Server environment for a company that manufactures and sells automobile parts. 

The environment includes the following servers: SRV1 and SRV2. SRV1 has 16 logical cores and hosts a SQL Server
instance that supports a mission-critical application. The application has approximately 30,000 concurrent users and
relies 

heavily on the use of temporary tables. 

The environment also includes the following databases: DB1, DB2, and Reporting. The Reporting database is protected
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with Transparent Data Encryption (TDE). You plan to migrate this database to a new server. You detach the database 

and copy it to the new server. 

You are performing tuning on a SQL Server database instance. The application which uses the database was written
using an object relationship mapping (ORM) tool which maps tables as objects within the application code. There are
30 

stored procedures that are regularly used by the application. 

After reviewing the plan cache you have identified that a large number of simple queries are using parallelism, and that
execution plans are not being kept in the plan cache for very long. 

You review the properties of the instance (Click the Exhibit button). 

Exhibit: 

You need to restore the Reporting database to SRV2. What should you do? To answer, drag the appropriate options to
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the correct locations. Each option may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar
between panes or scroll to view content. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Step 2: Create: server certificate 

Recreate the server certificate by using the original server certificate backup file. 

Note: The password must be the same as the password that was used when the backup was created. 

Step 3: Restore: Reporting database .mdf file. 

-- Attach the database that is being moved. 

-- The path of the database files must be the location where you have stored the database files. 

Example: 

CREATE DATABASE [CustRecords] ON 

( FILENAME = N\\'C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL 

Server\MSSQL13.MSSQLSERVER\MSSQL\DATA 
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\CustRecords.mdf\\' ), 

( FILENAME = N\\'C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL 

Server\MSSQL13.MSSQLSERVER\MSSQL\DATA 

\CustRecords_log.LDF\\' ) 

FOR ATTACH ; 

GO 

From scenario: The Reporting database is protected with Transparent Data Encryption (TDE). You plan to migrate this
database to a new server. You detach the database and copy it to the new server. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relationaldatabases/ 

security/encryption/move-a-tdeprotected-database-to-another-sql-server 

 

QUESTION 10

You deploy a new Microsoft Azure SQL database instance to support a variety of mobile application and public
websites. You configure geo-replication with regions in Brazil and Japan. 

You need to implement real-time encryption of the database and all backups. 

Solution: you enable Dynamic Data Masking on the primary replica. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

SQL Database dynamic data masking does not encrypt the data. 

Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) would provide a solution. 

Note: SQL Database dynamic data masking limits sensitive data exposure by masking it to non-privileged users. 

Dynamic data masking helps prevent unauthorized access to sensitive data by enabling customers to designate how
much of the sensitive data to reveal with minimal impact on the application layer. 

References: 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/how-to-configure-azure-sql-database-geo-dr-with-azure-key-vault/ 

 

QUESTION 11

You have database that contains a 400-GB table that is read-only. 
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You need to enable the Stretch Database feature. 

How should you complete the statement? To answer, drag the appropriate values to the correct targets. Each value may
be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view
content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Section: Deploy and migrate applications 

To configure an existing table for Stretch Database, run the ALTER TABLE command. 

Here\\'s an example that migrates the entire table and begins data migration immediately. 

USE ; 

GO 

ALTER TABLE  

SET ( REMOTE_DATA_ARCHIVE = ON ( MIGRATION_STATE = OUTBOUND ) ) ; 
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GO 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/sql-server/stretch-database/enablestretch-database-for-atable 

 

QUESTION 12

You are tuning the performance of a virtual machines that hosts a Microsoft SQL Server instance. 

The virtual machine originally had four CPU cores and now has 32 CPU cores. 

The SQL Server instance uses the default settings and has an OLTP database named db1. The largest table in db1 is a
key value store table named table1. 

Several reports use the PIVOT statement and access more than 100 million rows in table1. You discover that when the
reports run, there are PAGELATCH_IO waits on PFS pages 2:1:1, 2:2:1, 2:3:1, and 2:4:1 within the tempdb database. 

You need to prevent the PAGELATCH_IO waits from occurring. 

Solution: You rewrite the queries to use aggregates instead of PIVOT statements. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead you can add more files to the database. 

References: https://www.mssqltips.com/sqlservertip/3088/explanation-of-sql-server-io-and-latches/ 

 

QUESTION 13

You use a Microsoft Azure SQL database as a data warehouse. The database is in the Standard service tier and has
400 elastic database throughput units (eDTUs). 

You load data to the database by using Azure Data Factory. 

You need to reduce the amount of time it takes to load the data. 

Solution: You move the database to a Basic database pool that has 1,600 eDTUs. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

We need the use of a Standard database pool. 
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QUESTION 14

Database DB1 must use two CPU cores. 

Queries that were running on database DB2 prior to migration do not complete. 

You need to configure the databases. 

In the table below, identify the parameter that must be configured for each databases. 

Select one option for DB1, and one option for DB2. Select one option for each column. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 15

You administer a SQL Server 2014 server that contains a database named SalesDB. SalesDb contains a schema
named Customers that has a table named Regions. A user named UserA is a member of a role named Sales. 

UserA is granted the Select permission on the Regions table. The Sales role is granted the Select permission on the
Customers schema. 

You need to ensure that UserA is disallowed to select from any of the tables in the Customers schema. 

Which Transact-SQL statement should you use? 

A. REVOKE SELECT ON Schema::Customers FROM UserA 

B. DENY SELECT ON Object::Regions FROM UserA 
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C. EXEC sp_addrolemember \\'Sales\\', \\'UserA\\' 

D. DENY SELECT ON Object::Regions FROM Sales 

E. REVOKE SELECT ON Object::Regions FROM UserA 

F. DENY SELECT ON Schema::Customers FROM Sales 

G. DENY SELECT ON Schema::Customers FROM UserA 

H. EXEC sp_droprolemember \\'Sales\\', \\'UserA\\' 

I. REVOKE SELECT ON Object::Regions FROM Sales 

J. REVOKE SELECT ON Schema::Customers FROM Sales 

Correct Answer: G 

Use SQL Data Warehouse or Parallel Data WarehouseGRANT and DENY statements to grant or deny a permission
(such as UPDATE) on a securable (such as a database, table, view, etc.) to a security principal (a login, a database
user, or a database role). 

References:https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/statements/permissions-grant-deny-revoke-azure-sql-data-
warehouse-parallel-data-warehouse 
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